
Pivot to a strategy that 
utilizes customer 
infrastructure and control 
points in new ways across 
any app, any cloud, and 
any device, combined with 
threat intelligence. Help 
customers shift from a 
reactive posture to a 
position of strength. We’ve 
curated the key sales and 
technical EMPOWER Online 
2021 sessions to help you 
get up to speed and stay 
current with our approach.

Protect Apps and Data 
with Security:

Security at EMPOWER  
Online 2021

VMware EMPOWER Online is home to all the latest technical, sales and marketing 
enablement content—and now it is available to you on-demand.

Engage in your focus areas and demo the latest solutions for your digital business, all at 
your leisure. With more than 150 unique sessions covering our five key solution areas, 
VMware EMPOWER Online has all the content you need to market, sell, and deploy the 
latest VMware solutions. 

Sales Sessions
Empower and Secure the Anywhere Workspace
SPEAKERS: Al Irizarry, Casey Powell, Shankar Iyer, Patrick Morley, Sanjay Uppal, Renu 
Upadhyay and Arnaud Chain

The benefits of enabling work from anywhere are here to stay. VMware has a unique 
opportunity to lead the way in helping customers adapt to the new way of working. This 
session will cover the market opportunities and Anywhere Workspace priorities for FY22. 
Join your hosts, Al Irizarry and Casey Powell, as we take a look back at 2020 and hear 
what our execs shared at our internal sales kickoff on the future of the Anywhere 
Workspace.

SALES – ADVANCED | SUB-TRACKS: Digital Workspace, Intrinsic Security and Virtual Cloud 
Network

VMware End-to-End Security Story
SPEAKER: Tom Corn

In this session, we will provide the foundational knowledge so you can have more 
confidence telling the VMware end-to-end security story. We will discuss the reasons 
customers are investing in security, the challenges they are facing, and how VMware helps 
them solve their security problems with our intrinsic security approach. We will provide a 
narrative that weaves together our entire portfolio, from endpoint and workload to 
network, workspace and cloud.

By the end of this session, you will be able to:

• Understand the three key challenges facing security teams
• Learn how the VMware security vision and strategy aligns with Zero Trust
• Explain how each intrinsic security component addresses customers’ needs

SALES – PROFESSIONAL | SUB-TRACKS: Intrinsic Security And Digital Workspace



End-to-End Security for a Distributed Enterprise: Zero Trust, SASE, 
and VMware
SPEAKERS: Shawn Bass and Harsha Nagaraju

Everything changed last year. As enterprises quickly adapt to an accelerated dash to the 
future, security has taken center stage. Zero Trust, which was once a good idea, is now a 
top priority. Zero Trust done right needs a holistic approach and a portfolio of products 
that offers differentiated value to customers. VMware has both. Learn how our broader 
approach to security for a Future Ready Workforce is a winner.

SALES – ADVANCED | SUB-TRACKS: Digital Workspace and Intrinsic Security

Technical Sessions
The VMware and Anywhere Workspace Security Market Landscape
SPEAKER: Tom Corn

In this session, we will outline how VMware and Anywhere Workspace are stepping up to 
the security challenge. We will discuss the VMware vision and strategy for security and 
highlight key areas of innovation—endpoint, workload, network, identity and cloud, all 
supported by analytics.

LEVEL 100 – TECHNICAL | SUB-TRACKS: Anywhere Workspace, Digital Workspace, Intrinsic 
Security and Virtual Cloud Network

The NSX Security Platform: Delivering Unparalleled Security to the 
Data Center Core, Next-Gen Firewall, and FWaaS
SPEAKER: Srini Nimmagadda

Today, in conjunction with the intrinsic security vision, the VMware NSX® security platform 
has grown from a distributed firewall to a platform that can deliver advanced threat 
protection, network detection and response. Join this session to learn about NSX security 
in the data center, as a firewall as a service (FWaaS) for the VMware SASE Platform™, and 
as a next-generation firewall.

LEVEL 100 – TECHNICAL | SUB-TRACK: Intrinsic Security

VMware Carbon Black Cloud and the Real World: Ransomware and 
Zero Logon
SPEAKER: David Hutt

Adversaries never waste a crisis, and the COVID-19 pandemic was no different. Join this 
session to learn how VMware Carbon Black Cloud™ protected our customers against 
ransomware and other more advanced exploits.

Level 200 – Technical | SUB-TRACK: Intrinsic Security

Missed the live event? No problem. 

It isn’t too late to register for EMPOWER Online  
to watch all of the Security sessions on demand.
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WATCH NOW
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